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The web is a vast and important information space, and over the last twenty years the effort to preserve and document it has grown from the pioneering efforts of the Internet Archive to a community of archivists, librarians, and other practitioners who have contributed to hundreds of repositories. Still, web archives are challenging for users to discover and use outside of the limited URL-centric access of the Wayback Machine. Even when users are able to find web archives, the complexity and opacity of web crawling means that they often have very little idea how or why certain captures were preserved.

Archivists have many of the tools to confront these challenges. The archival content standard, *Describing Archives: A Content Standard* (DACS) provides guidance for “all levels of description and forms of material.” Archival arrangement and description focuses on providing access to meaningful aggregations of information efficiently and transparently. The web is a tremendous volume of complex and interrelated information, and web archives are a format that results from the technical process of web crawling or web recording. Web crawling at scale can be extremely noisy, meaning web archives contain both useful and useless things. Archival description empowers archivists to describe the meaningful characteristics of web archives rather than repetitively treating every web crawl as if it has the same features, context, and value.

Despite these advantages, web archives description has been dominated by bibliographic approaches. There are fundamental differences between archival and bibliographic descriptive traditions in both mission and structure. Bibliographic description attempts to describe individual resources for discovery and access. In contrast, archival description attempts to provide access to records of human activity by identifying significant groupings of records, their creators, uses, and relationships. Traditionally, bibliographic records are a flat set of elements describing a single resource or group of resources, and this approach generally assumes that each

---


object in a repository requires a metadata record.  

Dublin Core builds on this tradition in its Description Set Model, which “is a set of one or more descriptions, each of which describes a single resource.” While DACS allows archivists to describe materials at any level—including item-level records—it requires archivists to explicitly identify each record’s relationship to its wider context of creation and use. This means that, although archivists are welcome to describe any grouping of web archives using a set of bibliographic fields, to be compliant with DACS, archivists must connect these records to broader documentation about the activity(s) and agent(s) responsible for creating and using the same web archives.

This poses a major challenge to archivists describing the web, as web archiving tools are typically created with a single set of fields in mind. Currently, the only path to utilizing archival description often requires an unacceptable amount of repetitive labor to update records manually. The pace of web collecting often means that archivists must update date and extent elements almost constantly. This is true even for web archives practitioners in archival repositories that rely on DACS and employ tools like ArchivesSpace. This article outlines the benefits of aggregate archival arrangement and description for web archives with DACS and offers a path to develop a tool that would be feasible for many web archives practitioners to implement that would automate the repetitive labor that is currently required.

Current Practices

The development of Archive-It in 2006 made it feasible for many libraries and archives to build their own web archives collections using the tools from the Internet Archive. Since then, other external capture services and local capture tools—such as Webrecorder and Wget—have matured and become easier to use. However, with over 400 institutional users and a growing share of users, Archive-It is still the most widely used tool by larger repositories and its tools have had a large impact on current practices. The Archive-It web application allows users to describe Archive-It collections or seeds with a set of Dublin Core elements or additional user-

---


7 This is made more explicit in recent updates to DACS, chapter 1, “Requirements for Multilevel Descriptions,” accessed May 20, 2019, https://web.archive.org/web/20190520170454/https://github.com/saa-tsacs/dacs/blob/3a52ee51bf4df4d6cd1a7dc38bec196f4cc307f/part_I/chapter_1.md. This point has also been made informally by Maureen Callahan.

defined fields. For this reason, Dublin Core is widely used to describe web archives.9 This is also common for archivists from college and university archives, which make up a substantial portion of web archiving institutions.10 Archivists create Archive-It collections, which are groupings of seeds commonly based on topic, scope, or perhaps just how it was most practical to manage them. These collections may or may not correlate with archival fonds or existing description, and are typically described using the Archive-It Dublin Core elements. These web archives are often only accessible by searching this description on the Archive-It website, or through the general Wayback Machine.

Some archivists have attempted to bridge the divide between web archives and archival theory and practice. Robert Pearce-Moses and Joanne Kaczmarek outlined an approach to apply archival arrangement and description to online publications back in 2005.11 Christie Peterson has described archival principles as “absent in discussions” on web archives. She attempted to describe web archives created using Archive-It, but was dissatisfied that “the units of arrangement, description, and access typically used in web archives simply don’t map well onto traditional archival units of arrangement and description” describing how “our current interfaces and methods of describing and accessing web archives privilege Collections and especially Seeds over Crawls.”12 Some archivists at other repositories have been able to use archival description to describe web archives, and provided access to them alongside other archival materials.13

10 The latest NDSA Web Archiving Survey found that 60.5 percent of respondents were from colleges or universities. While not all of these practitioners come from archival repositories, a major driver for this is the public records requirements of public colleges and universities that often mandate the preservation of permanent records on the web. The same survey found that 86 percent of respondents were attempting to capture their own web content. Farrell et al., “Web Archiving,” 7–8, 10. A content study of Archive-It collections found that 54.1 percent of all Archive-It collections were categorized as “self-archiving.” Shawn M. Jones, Alexander Nwala, Michele C. Weigel, and Michael K. Nelson, “The Many Shapes of Archive-It: Characteristics of Archive-It Collections,” Proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Digital Preservation (2018): 6–7, accessed April 7, 2019, https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.06878.
York University Libraries led a grant-funded effort that included an integration between ArchivesSpace and Archive-It. The project developed an ArchivesSpace plugin and worked to adapt the Archive-It web application so that basic description and a link to archival materials could be included in an Archive-It web archives record. Users browsing the Archive-It website could then see collections with related archival materials.14

OCLC developed and led a comprehensive effort to develop consensus guidelines for web archives metadata that would ease discoverability. The OCLC Research Library Partnership Web Archiving Metadata Working Group (WAM) gathered together many leading web archives practitioners and developed a suite of outcomes that included recommendations and a model data dictionary. The group documented a number of useful findings, such as the “strong need” for provenance information, the limited discovery of web archives across multiple systems, and need for scalable practices, as “staff resources for this work are extremely limited at most institutions.”15 The recommendations tried to develop a universal approach specific to web archives that would “provide a bridge between bibliographic and archival approaches to description.”16 While the WAM group certainly reviewed and tried to incorporate archival descriptive practices and standards, the recommended data dictionary was a fundamentally bibliographic approach. The report prioritized a single-level set of elements and seemed to envision merely using archival hierarchy to order bibliographic records instead of engaging with archival arrangement and description theory and practice. Furthermore, as the Society of American Archivists’ Technical Subcommittee on Describing Archives: A Content Standard (TS-DACS) noted in their response, the data dictionary acted in some ways like a content standard that was in conflict with DACS.17 While many of the WAM group’s outcomes are useful, this makes it problematic for archivists to follow many of the recommended practices.

Web Archives as Archives: The Case for Aggregate Description

The OCLC WAM group’s thorough review of current practices found “wide variation” in both the content of web archives description and the metadata fields used to describe similar


16 Ibid., 4.

content. To the bibliographically minded, this could appear to be poor and imprecise practice. Yet, it is also possible that this was the result of well-intentioned librarians and archivists attempting to put a variety of different-shaped pegs into round holes. Archival description addresses the descriptive complexity required by web archives by providing a layer of abstraction where archivists describe the meaningful characteristics of web archives, separate from the technical process of web crawling or web recording. Describing meaning at an intellectual level allows archivists to provide access to web archives alongside other collections in different formats that have a similar context of creation, instead of keeping descriptions of web archives in a format-based silo. Focusing on the description of meaningful aggregates also empowers archivists to be efficient and thoughtful in their labor.

One core concept of archival description theory is that record formats are less meaningful characteristics than the use and form of materials, which archivists should focus on instead. Web archives often contain materials with very different uses and forms. A university website might have “give” as a primary menu option, while a university library website may instead feature “services” on its menu, demonstrating that even websites created by the same organization can have vastly different priorities and purposes. Bearman and Lytle provide a particularly vivid description of form, contending that “a bank cheque, written on a watermelon, is nonetheless a cheque and even negotiable!” We can see how a ledger and a spreadsheet are different formats but similar forms with similar uses. Users studying an organization’s financial history are very likely to use both. Similarly, users interested in a university’s branding and marketing might look at paper mailings and the university’s homepage and online news, but not be interested in faculty websites in the same domain.

When librarians and archivists describe web archives, they might be describing organizational records, marketing and promotional materials, journalism of various quality, correspondence over social media, music, video, or a variety of other forms. The description for a set of online meeting minutes and a website that shows someone’s personal search history one day at a time should be different, and users require different types of information to understand each. The variability in web archives descriptive practices is understandable when one considers that the librarians and archivists describing web archives are sometimes describing a wide variety of materials with different uses, functions, and values.

Describing the wide variety and scale of web archives is difficult, but archival description is readily applicable to the challenge. DACS tells archivists to describe “meaningful aggregation[s]

---

18 Dooley et al., “Developing Web Archiving Metadata,” 11. The OCLC white paper stated that “institutional metadata guidelines vary widely in both the elements it included and in the choice of content within those elements.” Dooley and Bowers, Descriptive Metadata, 14.
of records” at a higher level of abstraction than the layer at which the records are stored and managed. This means archivists can physically keep records in whatever boxes or shelves they best fit, but present them in a more usable and meaningful way than how they are stored. The simplest version of this is an index, which lists materials alphabetically or chronologically, but contains references to materials stored in a different order. To describe web archives effectively, archivists should often describe in aggregations that do not correlate with how they were captured. Seeds, or even groups of seeds, are not always the most meaningful material to describe. Web captures that span many different websites and web captures of large organizations are both likely to demand multiple important points of access. A common example is a university website crawled from a single seed. The creation and management of web content in many large universities is often decentralized, meaning that staff and faculty from all over the organization edit and update websites. This means that while it might be effective to start a web crawl from the university home page, there are likely to be many pages throughout the site that serve different functions and have different forms, and should act as meaningful access points for users. Archivists might individually describe the page that lists the legislation and minutes from the University Senate, the academic calendar, course catalogs, or even the page of each academic department. Much like users of ledgers and spreadsheets, users interested in paper course catalogs are also likely to be interested in course catalogs captured in web archives. Describing web archives by meaningful aggregations enables archivists to describe these materials together and present them together to users. Any web page captured in a web crawl—whether that page is a seed or was just captured along the way—could be described at any point in an archival hierarchy. An archivist could describe this page as a collection, series, subseries, file, item, or even a digital representation of another instance.

Aggregate description also enables archivists to employ their time efficiently and make a larger body of materials available to users. Bibliographic description traditionally focuses on a single level and often treats each resource the same by applying the same descriptive elements, regardless of its value. By this practice, if a librarian or archivist describes an individual creator or contributor for a seed or collection of seeds, they also assume that it is beneficial or even necessary to apply that same effort to every seed or collection. Instead, archival description enables archivists to match the amount of time and labor applied to any object with its value and its consistency with the overall mission of the archives. An archivist’s time is finite and metadata creation is extremely laborious. As the OCLC WAM group discovered, “the top barrier to metadata creation was lack of staff time.” Since a majority of survey respondents stated they


devoted only 0.25 full time staff (FTE) to web archiving, flexibility in applying their labor may be even more important to web archivists. Archival description provides archivists with the agency to apply their limited labor creatively, which might mean describing many preserved websites from a web capture in detail, or providing only the most cursory descriptive effort to an entire group of web archives. This can be more intellectually challenging than some parts of bibliographic description, where web archives professionals sometimes repeat the same information for different objects. The result is a higher value for the labor of archivists, as well as the ability to describe a greater volume of materials and make more web archives discoverable to users. Leaving descriptive fields for web archives empty may feel to archivists as if they are not adequately describing the materials, but the reality is that this might be better descriptive stewardship. If archivists applied the same detailed metadata to all seeds or groups of seeds, they would create less description, and users would not be able to discover or use as many web archives. 

Even the Library of Congress, with its long tradition of bibliographic leadership, has found that principles from archival description apply to web archives effectively. Grace Thomas described how the Library of Congress’s Web Archiving Team discovered that “many web archives overlap between thematic collections.” Different curators from throughout the library included the same preserved website in the collections they managed. Rather than duplicate captures, the team created a higher layer of abstraction in which a preserved website was stored in a single web capture, yet was described in multiple thematic collections. Descriptive titles were standardized at the web capture level, and the Web Archiving Team used a Python script to generate the thematic collection records automatically. These records do not contain subject headings and “exclude highly tailored information,” but this approach has enabled the Web Archiving Team to describe 4,240 web archives and make them available to the public, many times more than they would be able to provide with traditional cataloging. The Library of Congress example demonstrates how approaches from aggregate description need not be limited to repositories that employ traditional archival methods and tools, but can be useful for bibliographic systems as well.

While aggregate description for web archives provides substantial advantages for repositories, this is an idealistic vision of archival description, as not all description meets current best practices. There is also a documented history of archival access systems being a barrier for users. As the recent update to the DACS Statement of Principles concludes, “Archival description is a continuous intellectual endeavor.” Description of complex materials like web archives is challenging, implemented at various levels of proficiency, and can often be improved upon. Additionally, a number of user studies concluded that archival finding aids often fail to meet user needs.

27 Daniel A. Santamaria notes that “it is harder to summarize the contents of a group of boxes than it is to type up a list of items or even folders. This is where the real skill and talents of an archivist lie.” Daniel A. Santamaria, Extensible Processing for Archives and Special Collections: Reducing Processing Backlogs (Chicago: Neal-Schuman, 2015), 19.
Figure 1: An idealized example of describing web archives, arranged by form and function, and connected to broader contextual information. Items in **bold** are components that represent web archives and link to a separate level of abstraction, which manages metadata about the collecting process, including technical provenance metadata, and qualitative appraisal information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York State Modern Political Archive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>appraisal/selection metadata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Advocates of New York Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper records, email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Congress Must Act to Ensure Clean Air</strong>, Captured 2018 June 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Include all $2.5B for water infrastructure</strong>, Captured 2019 March 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report 58</strong>, Captured 2016 May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report 59</strong>, Captured 2017 June 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Website</strong>, 2013–2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>minimal descriptive metadata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Confidential Blog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>detailed descriptive metadata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capture</strong> 2018 April 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capture</strong> 2018 April 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capture</strong> 2018 May 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capture</strong> 2018 May 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Crone Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>letters, email, social media posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal Website</strong>, 2013–2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>minimal descriptive metadata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seneca Women’s Encampment for a Future of Peace and Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State 2018 Election Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>appraisal/selection metadata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campaign website</strong>, 2018 January–November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>minimal descriptive metadata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
needs. However, these studies examined traditional finding aids and archivists now have tools that enable them to present archival description in new ways. A number of projects have begun that utilize this new potential. If archivists apply archival description to web archives, they can work to present the valuable context and provenance information from lower levels in new and intuitive ways that would otherwise not be possible with Dublin Core fields.

Web archives are large and extremely diverse in value, use, and form. Archival description enables archivists to address each preserved website from a capture according to its value. Some may deserve detailed description and many will not be described at all and be accessible only by links from other pages. Treating description as a higher-order level, apart from the technical processes of web crawling or web recording, also allows archivists to provide access to web archives according to their use and form, together with similar materials in other formats. This approach allows archivists to use their time and labor creatively and provides efficient access to the largest possible volume of materials, while avoiding repetitive tasks and challenging archivists with skilled professional-level work.

Access to Web Archives Provenance

The lack of provenance information for publicly accessible web archives is a pressing concern for users, but there are currently no commonly used methods or best practices for librarians and archivists to include information about how or why they captured these materials in web archives metadata. Researchers need this information to weigh the representativeness of their findings effectively. Maemura et al. assert that “for researchers to have confidence in the validity of their findings . . . they must also understand how the collection was created.” They attempted to map the “decision space” for creating web archives to provide a foundation for empirical work on web archives provenance. Littman et al. argue that when using social media data, “non-academic researchers also require documentation about the data collection process to establish the trustworthiness of the data.” The OCLC WAM group found that “users express a strong


33 Justin Littman, Daniel Chuđnov, Daniel Kerchner, Christie Peterson, Yecheng Tan, Rachel Trent, Rajat Vij, and Laura Wrubel, “API-Based Social Media Collecting as a Form of Web Archiving,” International Journal on Digital Libraries 19, no. 1 (March 2018): 27. The importance of web archives provenance is also discussed in Pamela M.
need for provenance information to add context beyond standard descriptive metadata elements,” yet defined “preservation metadata” as out-of-scope and failed to make any recommendations for improving current practices.  

When the web archives literature talks about provenance, the authors often think of scoping rules, time stamps, and crawler settings, which is quite different from the provenance that archivists have historically managed with description.  

Littman et al. described three facets of social media provenance that must be documented: creation of the record, the technical capture of the record, and the selection or appraisal of the record.  

While archival description has long documented the creation of records, archivists typically only describe appraisal at higher levels, such as the fond level or in collection development policies, and archival standards do not currently provide sufficient guidance for describing the capture process. As Maemura et al. noted, “A key challenge for archival theory is reconciling an expanded notion of provenance with a system of archival description.”

Describing web archives in aggregations can help bridge this divide by allowing practitioners to arrange web archives according to creation and use while enabling them to manage granular information about the collecting and selection process at a lower level of abstraction—in this case the crawl, recording, or acquisition level.  

This collecting process metadata contains both technical metadata on the crawl process as well as qualitative information about the appraisal, selection, or intention of the acquisition. While the approach of Maemura et al. is to develop a framework to systematically document the decisions of web archivists, this approach instead focuses on the end product of these decisions—the material captured—and exposes the intentions and actions of web archivists. This holds the archivist responsible for making their actions transparent, yet places the burden on the user to infer the reasons for specific cases. Some standardization is also necessary. The complexity of web archives collecting tools means that archivists must standardize documentation of their actions outside of even granular collecting process information. This includes authorities for tools, crawl types, and scoping exclusions. While this approach is pragmatic and useful, it does reveal gaps in how archival description accounts for the actions of archivists and their tools in the collecting process.

While archivists have long been concerned with provenance, the inclusion of provenance statements in descriptive metadata originally comes from bibliographic description. The Library


Dooley and Bowers, Descriptive Metadata, 12, 7. The WAM group’s midterm report also described “provenance information as a critical missing piece.” Dooley et al., “Developing Web Archiving Metadata,” 5.


Littman et al., “API-Based Social Media Collecting,” 27.


The observation that the crawl level was the most appropriate to focus on was made by Christine Peterson, “Archival Description for Web Archives.”
of Congress Manuscript Cataloging Division first created the “Note on provenance” for the National Union Catalog for Manuscript Collections and archivists became more comfortable with creator authorities through their adoption of the MARC for Archival and Manuscripts Control (MARC-AMC) standard. While archivists have long accepted the need to describe the origin of collections explicitly, they have historically used provenance by arranging materials by their creation and use, which allows them to manage records efficiently and utilize provenance for discovery. Current practices do document the creation of records, but not always in a single note, as bibliographic description might expect. The “immediate source of acquisition” note is not required by either DACS or ISAD(G). This means that the provenance of archival material has been historically managed though the arrangement of material, rather than stated explicitly.  

For web archives, the description of provenance via arrangement is insufficient. Moreover, multiple archivists have argued that archival description standards and prevailing practices still fail to document the nuances of records creation and the actions of archivists upon records to the standards of the recent revision to the DACS principles, which state that “archivists must document and make discoverable the actions they take on records.” Archivists have confronted this challenge when managing born-digital records, but have not yet worked to reconcile their descriptive standards with the granular information necessary to document, say, the numerous points of context found in a computer’s file system. The biggest advancements here have come through the adoption of digital forensics tools, which preserve that context effectively using disk imaging, but do not necessarily make it discoverable—or even accessible—to users. Web archives, which are created both by the authors of their content and by archivists themselves, should provide a useful challenge for how archival description documents provenance.  

Using archival description for web archives enables archivists to document the provenance of the content within a WARC file via their traditional practices. Archivists can arrange and describe content within a web archives as they would for any other format. Any page, seed or otherwise, captured in a web crawl or web recording could be arranged as a collection, a series, or a file,  


together with records that have similar forms or functions. This method documents the context of creation for web archives content alongside records of any other format, through their relationship to scope and creator description at the same or higher levels. For a collection of congressional campaign records, the archivist might decide that a section of the candidate’s campaign website has similar functions and use as paper mailings, e-mail newsletters, and the campaign’s social media posts. A single staff member may have directed the content across each format for similar purposes. The archivist can group these into an aggregate—such as a file series—and describe the use, purpose, and scope of that material at that upper level. This would likely be more effective management of the archivist’s finite resources than repeatedly describing context, like the role of the staff member, and siloing each format individually. A user could use that arrangement to discover and access materials that document the campaign’s political communications.

Documenting the context of creation through arrangement is useful, but the technical complexity of capturing web content and the potential for discrepancies that it creates still make important information opaque to users. Archivists must also expose detailed collecting process metadata to users at the lower levels of abstraction. These are the same lower levels where archivists might manage containers, physical locations, or digital locations. This is useful because archivists might describe multiple pages within a crawl, which can all be linked to the same collecting process metadata, just as two file folders can be linked to the same box with the same location information. This is also practical because a tremendous amount of information is often required to know how and why a web archiving tool captured a specific page in a WARC file. Description systems, such as ArchivesSpace, cannot currently manage granular technical information in a structured or useful way. Instead, this approach enables archivists to link description of content with more detailed collecting process description in another system.

What might this technical provenance information look like? While we should be careful not to place too much emphasis on Archive-It, the relative openness of the data in the Archive-It web application provides a useful example of what provenance data might mean in practice, particularly for Heritrix-style web crawling. The Archive-It Partner Data Application Programming Interface (API) now makes data on individual collections, Dublin Core metadata, seeds, crawls, scoping rules, and more, available for other uses. Focusing on crawl-level information enables us to narrow down what data is useful to document the provenance of a crawl. There are four categories of data that are useful: the type of crawl, crawl time stamps, crawl limits, and crawl results. Crawl types contain the Archive-It crawl identifier, and both Boolean and string fields describing the crawl’s recurrence and if it was a test crawl or a PDFs-only crawl. Here, a standard authority for crawl tools and types would be helpful. Then, only stating that this is an “Archive-It Standard Weekly Crawl” and a version number might suffice, as users could use the authority to learn more about what that entails. The crawl time stamps

---

44 Andrew N. Jackson, “The Provenance of Web Archives.” Similarly, Littman et al. described how “the sheer quantity of potential provenance metadata can be overwhelming.” Littman et al., “API-Based Social Media Collecting,” 27.

document the start time, elapsed time, end time, and if the crawl was resumed. Crawl limits
document the boundaries of the crawler, including both the data or document limits for the crawl,
and scoping rules that were applied. Scoping rules and other limits also have the potential for
standardization. Crawl results include the reason the crawl concluded—by either a data or
document limit or reaching the end of the links—and the quantities of pages and data that were
and were not captured. The crawl results are particularly useful to users trying to decipher how a

Figure 2: Example of provenance information for a web crawl extracted from the Archive-It Partner Data API
page was included or excluded in a WARC. A crawl limited by data or a document count might have a number of “queued” pages that were not captured. The crawl information will also show how many pages were captured in a previous crawl and may be available, but were not included in this specific WARC. It also shows how many pages may have simply failed to download.

In addition to technical provenance information, it might be also be useful to include the archivist’s intended purpose as part of the collecting process metadata. In Archive-It, archivists could include an appraisal note as a user-defined field in the Dublin Core metadata attached to the crawl’s seed or collection. While archival description already manages this information quite well, pages that were not seeds may not have been actively crawled for a reason specific to that page. Here, the appraisal decision is actually made at the crawl level. Archivists also can extract the appraisal information from the crawl level and add it to the higher-level archival description, and it is feasible automate this using the Partner Data API.

Much of the collecting process metadata discussed here can be crosswalked to the “decision space” elements proposed by Maemura et al. The qualitative appraisal note could include the “motivation,” “focus,” and “access and discovery” elements, while the crawl time stamps and crawl times would be similar. Standardized tools and capture profiles would include crawl configuration, and scope or limit authorities would encompass inclusions, exclusions, and permissions. Crawl results details would include process elements, and higher-level description and repository information would contain context elements.46

While aggregate description and the Archive-It Partner Data API provide archivists with a sustainable path to make valuable detailed collecting process information available to users, substantial work remains before archivists can reasonably implement this approach. Web archiving tools must change over time, such as the data model for the Archive-It web application, which may change as new features are incorporated. Furthermore, Archive-It is far from the only web archiving tool, and archivists also need to document provenance information while using Webrecorder, Wget, or other tools that are available now or in the future. Future work should focus on developing authorized tool and capture profiles that categorize and sufficiently explain different methods of capturing web archives. Profiles for scoping rules are also needed. This would ensure interoperability by not requiring archivists to focus on Archive-It data, but instead format and match this data, its future versions, and that of other tools to a standard capture profile. Finally, this approach poses an interesting challenge to DACS and current descriptive practices. While it is practical to manage detailed collecting process metadata at a lower level, the DACS rules prescribe that much of this information applies certain elements at the intellectual level, such as the immediate source of acquisition note. Managing this information like container or location data could potentially reduce or limit its presence in access systems. Still, while in some cases archivists could also describe detailed provenance information in DACS elements, they must question whether it would be feasible or useful to researchers there.

Technical Barriers and a Proof of Concept

Librarians and archivists can currently utilize aggregate description for web archives, but this still involves substantial repetitive work. Many archives schedule crawls in Archive-It, and they would have to constantly update some description—such as dates and extents—for new captures. The openness and flexibility of tools like Archive-It and ArchivesSpace make it possible to automate this process, but only in ways that are still infeasible for many archives. A proof of concept Python script demonstrates how this approach would work in practice and provides some insight on how to integrate these tools so that a broader set of repositories can utilize aggregate description for web archives.

Many librarians and archivists have substantial barriers to utilizing technology to advance their work. Unlike other professions that actively manage data, libraries and archives have not historically utilized mainframes or servers, and these tools are not commonly included as part of their basic infrastructure. Librarians and archivists commonly have to request server access, and many never get it. The paranoia of many system administrators also means that many librarians and archivists do not even have the privileges to install and test software at will, limiting both the types of tools they can use, and their ability to explore and learn.

It is feasible to automate the repetitive tasks of describing many web archives captures with open tools such as ArchivesSpace and the Archive-It web application. This is because both of these tools have application programming interfaces, or APIs. This type of API is almost like a website for computers. While both tools have websites that humans can log into and view or manipulate data, APIs present the data from that same web page as code. Another application can then read and manipulate that data just like a human edits and submits a web form. This means that not only can humans create a resource or archival object in ArchivesSpace, or read and edit metadata in Archive-It, but other applications can too.

These APIs make it possible for an outside process to automate updates for human-created description in ArchivesSpace for web crawls using data from Archive-It. The process first requires archivists to scope and schedule crawls using Archive-It, arrange and describe the materials captured using ArchivesSpace, and configure how the external process will create the automated description. Next, an automated process can use the ArchivesSpace API to find all web archives records, and then query the Archive-It CDX API to get a list of captures with their time stamps, crawl identifiers, and checksums. For archives that are able to support a separate system to manage lower-level collecting process data, this process can also ask that system for a link to crawl-level provenance data. The external process can then update the description in ArchivesSpace by changing date and extent records, and possibly adding child archival objects or digital objects for each capture, depending on the configuration. File versions could link directly to the Wayback Machine and/or the crawl-level system. For seeds, the external process can also query the Partner Data API to get any relevant Dublin Core metadata, such as an appraisal note, and add this information to ArchivesSpace as well. A second optional process

47 The Archive-It API is not very well known or sufficiently documented. As of writing, the Archive-It staff has explained that this is because the application is actively changing. ArchivesSpace API Reference, accessed April 5, 2019, https://archivesspace.github.io/archivesspace/api/.
would query the Partner Data API to extract crawl-level data for each crawl independent of any description. This process could also potentially download WARC files for each crawl.

Figure 3: Diagram of external process for augmenting description of web archives

**Archivist Steps**

1. Crawl and scope collections using the Archive-It web application
2. Describe captured web pages in ArchivesSpace
3. Configure how captures are recorded in ArchivesSpace

**Automated Process Steps**

4. Get all web archives records in ArchivesSpace
5. Query Archive-It CDX API to get inclusive dates, extents, checksums, and crawl IDs for each unique capture
6. Query optional crawl-level system to check if provenance data is available
7. Add or update description in ArchivesSpace
   - Update dates and extents for web archives records and parent description
   - Possibly add archival objects or digital objects for each capture
   - Add links to crawl-level provenance data if available

Figure 4: Steps required to automate repetitive description of web archives
Figure 5: Diagram of second optional external process to query the Archive-It Partner Data API to store crawl-level provenance data and make it available to users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archive-It Partner Data API</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Crawl-Level System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check for new crawls</td>
<td>Make new records with crawl-level data, potentially WARC files</td>
<td>Provenance data, WARC files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steps for Second Optional Automated Process

1. Query the Archive-It Partner Data API to check for new crawls
2. Extract data for crawl type, time stamps, limits, and results
3. Optionally download WARC files for each crawl
4. Create new crawl records in a crawl-level system with technical provenance information

Figure 5: Steps required for a second optional external process to query the Archive-It Partner Data API and store crawl-level provenance data in a separate system

I have written a proof-of-concept Python script that automates description in ArchivesSpace using data contained in the Archive-It CDX and Partner Data APIs. The Python script acts as the external process and automatically adds and updates dates, extents, and provenance information for web archives records. In this version, the script adds provenance information from the Partner Data API to ArchivesSpace in unstructured immediate source of acquisition notes. This turned out to be undesirable because of the complexity of the information, and the fact that the script repeated the data for multiple descriptions of pages that were captured during the same crawl. Running the script automatically requires a server to schedule it as a task or Cron job, or it can be run manually from the command line with any computer that has Python. Only two archival repositories have implemented this script, either for testing or as a short-term solution. Since the tool has substantial limitations and maintenance costs, and does not have a large set of active users or supporters, it should serve only as a proof of concept and archivists must seek more sustainable and user-friendly options for automating aspects of aggregate description for web archives.

---

DACS Elements | Source of Information
--- | ---
**Required**
Reference Code | ArchivesSpace manual entry
Title | ArchivesSpace manual entry
Date | Archive-It CDX
Extent | Archive-It CDX
Name of Creator(s) | ArchivesSpace or Archive-It metadata fields
Scope and Content | ArchivesSpace manual entry
Conditions Governing Access | ArchivesSpace manual entry or Archive-It rights statement
Languages and Scripts of the Material | ArchivesSpace manual entry

**Optimal**
Administrative/Biographical History | ArchivesSpace manual entry
Access points (Subjects, etc.) | ArchivesSpace or Archive-It metadata fields

**Added Value**
Appraisal | ArchivesSpace or Archive-It metadata fields

Technical Access | URL of web page, manual entry in ArchivesSpace

Figure 6: Metadata crosswalk showing the application of DACS to both human-created and machine-generated metadata

In this example, it is useful to examine how DACS was sufficient to describe a variety of web archive collections at multiple levels of detail. Web archives that were created by a distinct agent and had enough research value to be described as a collection were crawled and scoped in Archive-It and described as an ArchivesSpace resource. The DACS-required title, reference code, scope and content, creator, conditions governing access, and languages note were described manually in ArchivesSpace according to DACS and local guidelines as if it was any other collection of records or manuscripts. The DACS optimal and added value elements, a historical note, subject access points, and an appraisal note were also described manually and the URL for the page being described was included as a technical access note. The Python script
then added the DACS-required date and extent notes with data from the Archive-It CDX API. When the script is run in the future, it will update these fields for new captures. It would also be possible to update the script to add some of the DACS elements to ArchivesSpace using the Dublin Core metadata entered in Archive-It. Appraisal notes are perhaps the most appropriate to describe in Archive-It, as they usually apply to the crawl level.

Not all captures, seeds or otherwise, deserve description or are appropriate to describe at the collection level. Many captures that were collections and/or seeds were described in Archive-It as archival objects, often at the series level. A common use case was a website for an organization that had an existing collection of records. In many cases, captures that were not seeds or collections in Archive-It were described as part of existing archival collections, such as course catalogs captured as part of a wider crawl, but described with their paper equivalents. For all of these cases, many of the DACS elements were inherited from higher levels of description. A title and a technical access note with a URL were included, and the Python script added a date and an extent. In this case, the Python script also added child archival objects for each unique capture in later crawls using the checksums found in the Archive-It CDX API. This often resulted in hundreds of child objects for regularly scheduled crawls with description for each individual capture—which may or may not be desirable and should be configurable. The script also demonstrated that it is feasible to extract metadata from the <meta> tags of individual captures using Beautiful Soup and include them as lower-level titles or scope notes.49 The OCLC WAM was correct in stating that embedded HTML metadata was often incomplete or unhelpful, but while it is not useful to rely on this data as a primary access point, this information can be useful as part of lower-level description of a more detailed higher-level aggregate—such as linking this messy information to detailed series description.50 In all of these cases, DACS proved to be sufficient in describing web archives in aggregate, aided by automated description extracted from the Archive-It APIs.

Toward Maintainable Integrations

Some significant but feasible alterations to ArchivesSpace and Archive-It as well as a more defined process for integrating them should make it practical for archivists and librarians to use aggregate description for web archives. This could be the case even for those without access to servers and the time and interest to learn Python or the command line. Most importantly, there must be an external process to update ArchivesSpace records that is feasible for many archives to run. Running that process from the Archive-It application or developing a basic desktop application may be workable options. Additionally, there is currently no ideal field within ArchivesSpace with an API endpoint to denote to another system that it is a web archives record. Finally, there has to be a place to store configuration data for the process, in either ArchivesSpace, Archive-It, or serialized on a local file system.

Archivists have an interest in keeping their tools maintainable, as this reduces the amount of time, labor, and subscription fees we collectively spend on keeping them functional. One way of

50 Dooley and Bowers, *Descriptive Metadata*, 13–14.
ensuring this is to keep tools simple and focused on a few specific core functions. While it is understandable for archives to desire the inclusion of new functionality in their existing tools, it can often be more effective to separate tools by function and envision a network of simple, interoperable systems, instead of one or more large monolithic systems that become challenging to manage. ArchivesSpace is already a large and complex system. While the ArchivesSpace program staff has focused on making the software appear simple to set up and implement, the system actually contains multiple different web applications that rely on different frameworks, all packaged into one. While ArchivesSpace is open and customizable, archivists have an interest in keeping it simple and focused. Since extracting metadata for web archives is not part of ArchivesSpace’s core purpose, relying on an external process to update ArchivesSpace records is likely to be a simpler and more maintainable path than including that functionality in ArchivesSpace.

Still, since there is no ideal way to identify web archives records in ArchivesSpace, it may be useful to make minor alterations to the ArchivesSpace data model to allow this. The two required points of data are a way to designate web archives records with an API end point and a URL. Since URLs might be considered description, it might be appropriate to include them as a physical characteristics and technical requirements note, with a specific label. A field denoting that the resource or archival object is a web archives record should not be considered description. The current proof-of-concept Python script uses a local subject called “Web Collection.” Earlier efforts experimented with using the external documents field, yet this does not have an API end point, so the external process would not be able to request all web archives records. Instead, it would have to request all records and sort through them, an unnecessary increase in the required processing power. There are a few different choices to denote web archives records in ArchivesSpace, with varying levels of difficulty. One would be to simply add an API end point for external resources. Another option would be to add a new field to archival objects and resources, or add another instance type specifically for web archives links. Updating the model for digital objects may appear to be a good option, but the required field is really only a link that denotes a web archive, and it would be inconsistent to have one digital object that denotes a web archive, and others that describe specific captures. Since all of these methods have drawbacks, it is also possible that using a local subject is most suitable, but it would be more ideal to have a field that is more consistent with its intended use.

The most important requirement to create a sustainable integration for describing web archives with ArchivesSpace and Archive-It is an external process to query the APIs, process the data, and create and update description. Building on the existing Python script, it is possible to create a desktop application with a graphical user interface (GUI) that archives could use without requiring a server. Perhaps an Electron application would be a manageable route.\(^{51}\) Another option would be to integrate this functionality into Archive-It. While many of the underlying Archive-It systems are quite complex, it could be feasible to add this functionality to the

---

Archive-It front end, which is a Django web application. ArchivesSnake, a Python client library for the ArchivesSpace API, could help facilitate the integration. This would make it practical for Archive-It partners to describe their web archives in ArchivesSpace, and if the process were open and documented well, it would be possible for other web archiving vendors to replicate.

The final requirement to allow a wider set of web archives practitioners to describe web archives in aggregate is a persistent location to store configuration data for the external process. Once archivists describe web archives in ArchivesSpace, the configuration would specify how the external process creates automated description. It could create new child archival objects for each capture, create new digital object instances, or only update date and extent notes. For an Electron desktop application, this could simply be stored on the local file system. For a process run though the Archive-It application, it may be ideal to store these settings in ArchivesSpace. This would allow archivists to define how records are created or updated as they describe web archives. However, storing the configuration in ArchivesSpace would require more substantial changes than only adding API endpoints.

Conclusion

Currently web archives are not easily discoverable by users. Web collections are difficult to find and most users access web archives through the Wayback Machine and other Internet archive systems, which only expose certain information and are limited to only certain types of use. Even when librarians and archivists add detailed metadata to web archives—such as the Dublin Core elements in the Archive-It application—these materials are siloed off, away from the rest of the repositories’ holdings. The acquisitions of web archives are also not transparent to users, who require detailed information on the collecting process to adequately assess the meaning of their findings.

Describing web archives in aggregations in accordance with DACS helps web archives practitioners address many of these challenges. Archival arrangement and description enables archivists to describe the most meaningful captures from web archives at a higher level of abstraction—whether or not they were seeds. This provides access to web archives alongside records of other formats that have common creators, forms, or functions. Aggregate description also empowers archivists to describe records at whatever level of detail is most effective given their finite time and labor instead of describing only what was useful to crawl from a technical perspective. Managing description at the higher intellectual level also provides a path for archivists to provide access to web archives provenance data. If a repository is able to support a separate system, detailed collecting process metadata—such as when the crawl started, scoping rules, and the crawl result—can be extracted from the Archive-It Partner Data API. If web archives practitioners can define a standard set of profiles for crawls and scoping rules, this information could be regularized for other web archives collecting tools. Archivists will then be

able to describe web archives independently from the technical processes of web crawling or web recording, but technical provenance information will still be available to users when they need it.

It is currently very challenging for most repositories to describe web archives in aggregate, as updating records for every new crawl is often unfeasible. The ArchivesSpace and Archive-It APIs have made it possible to automate repetitive description. However, the existing proof of concept requires skills and technologies that are not typically available to many archives. With some alterations to the current tools, it is feasible to create an integration between ArchivesSpace and Archive-It that allows web archives practitioners to describe web archives in aggregates in ArchivesSpace, while an automated integration creates and updates description for new captures. If librarians and archives are able to describe web archives in aggregates alongside related collections, more web archives will be accessible to users in more familiar places.
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